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The augmented rear end has a firm but natural feel, about like the feel of
a person has who been working out with weights or exercising hard for
many years. Moreover, you actually do not sit on the implant because it
is placed somewhat higher than the bones on which you actually sit.

BODY IMPLANTS
Body implants are used as muscular enhancement procedures
employing silicone arm implants(deltoid, biceps and triceps), calf
implants, and pectoral implants.
Pectoral Implants- Even with frequent exercise, men sometimes find that
they are still unable to achieve the chest development that they desire.
Pectoral implants shape, enlarge, and firm the chest muscles, helping
one attain the look they want while still allowing a natural appearance
when the pectoral muscles are either flexed or relaxed.
Deltoid, Biceps and Triceps (Arm) Implants-These implants can create
muscular definition and increased mass/fullness in the upper arm area.
This procedure is specifically useful for those men and women who,
even after extensive muscular conditioning, can't achieve the upper arm
toning they desire. Bicep Implants and Tricep Implants are also
recommended for those unique instances when an injury has occurred
and muscle mass augmentation is needed to achieve normal balance.
Calf Implants- Many people are dissatisfied with the shape/size of their
calf muscles to the point that they avoid wearing garments that expose
their legs. In these instances, even intensive exercise may not
significantly enlarge the calf muscles, particularly in relation to one’s
larger thigh muscles.Calf implants enhance the shape and size of the calf
muscles by being placed in pockets overlying the existing gastrocnemius
muscles.
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IMPLANTS

WHAT ARE THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF
BREAST IMPLANTS?
The implants are classified according to the composition, viz. saline filled
and cohesive silicone-gel filled. The cohesive silicone-gel filled implants
are the most preferred by cosmetic surgeons all over the world. The gel
in these implants does not leak out even if there is a puncture in the
implant. Leaking silicone from the older generation implants had
disastrous implications, which are unheard of in case of the cohesive gel
implants. Another classification is based on the shape that includes
round or anatomic (tear drop) implants and these are firmer (Cohesive
III). The anatomic implants take the shape of mature breasts, whereas the
round implants give an overall lift to the breasts. The implants are also
differentiated by the type of the shell being either smooth or textured.
The surgeon guides you in the selection of an implant. The implants
must be USFDA approved.

Breast Implants

WHAT ARE “GUMMY BEAR” IMPLANTS?

Facial Implants
Buttock Implants
Body Implants
We’ve supposedly heard it all before, or some variation of it . . .
“Men like women with breasts, butts, athletic with an hour-glass figure.
Women like tall men, athletic with broad shoulders.”

“Gummy Bear Implants” is a term for describing an implant that retains
its shape. The other terms used for these type of implants are
"cohesive", "form-stable", or "highly cohesive" breast implants.
It's important to note that the US FDA approved breast implants that we
use are different from all others-inside and out. During independent
laboratory testing, gel implants were found to be strong, yet they remain
remarkably soft to the touch, as is reported by the US FDA.

Is it important? Perhaps. Perhaps not.
Humans who do not have well-endowed body parts as popularized by
media and seconded by scientific studies have a lack of confidence and
feel low. They compare themselves with their siblings, friends and
colleagues and would give anything to have them enhanced.
Human body parts can be augmented by the use of Medical grade
Implants. These are non-functional and only help in improvement of a
certain body part.

BREAST IMPLANTS
Breast implants are medical devices that are implanted under the breast
tissue or under the chest muscle to increase breast size (augmentation)
or to rebuild breast tissue after mastectomy or other damage to the
breast (reconstruction). They are also used in revision surgeries, which
correct or improve the result of an original surgery.

FACIAL IMPLANTS
These are specially formed solid materials compatible with human
tissues, designed to enhance or augment the physical structure of your
face.
The precise type and size of facial implants best suited for you requires
an evaluation of your goals, and the features you wish to correct.
If you are bothered by a small chin, weak jaw, or lack of facial contour,
surgery with facial implants may benefit you.
While any area of your face can be augmented with implants, the cheek
or malar area, chin, and jaw are the most common sites for facial
implants.

CUSTOMIZED FACIAL IMPLANTS
There are times during cosmetic facial contouring when “off the shelf”
facial implants do not provide the optimal solution for correcting a facial
abnormality or meets the needs of the patient. For this we undertake a
procedure
wherein
extremely
accurate
and
anatomically
custom-designed facial implants are fabricated and used.
This process begins with a CT scan of the anatomical area where
improvement is sought. A computerized – 3 dimensional image is taken
and an exact life size model of the skeletal structure is created. This
model is then used to facilitate production of an extremely accurate
implant that will exactly correct the contour deformity. The surface of
the implant to be in contact with the bone is extremely precise so that
it locks into the bone providing long-term stability.
The advantage of this procedure is that a specific aesthetic goal can be
achieved where a “off the shelf” implant will not be able to achieve the
desired results. Moreover no reshaping of the implant is needed during
the surgery thus reducing the surgery time as well as adds longevity to
the result. The outcome is absolutely natural with no visible or palpable
demarcation between the edge of the implant and the bone.

BUTTOCK IMPLANTS
IIn order to achieve a curvier derriere, many individuals choose to
undergo buttock implant surgery. Gluteal implants can improve the
shape of patients’ buttocks and not only make them look better, but also
give more self-confidence and be more approachable, thanks to the
shapely new figure. Underdeveloped and irregularly shaped buttocks can
be enhanced and made attractive through gluteal augmentation. Women
often ask for buttock implants when they are thin and usually these
women don’t have enough body fat to spare for a butt enhancement
procedure known as fat grafting or fat transfer.

